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What’s new with dark matter? 

(A recurrent question by Serguey when meeting him in an informal 
environment, most often an overcrowded bus on the line between 
the Trieste city center and SISSA) 
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Tests of such gravitational coupling determine, e.g., its mean 
density with exquisite accuracy:

as well as the spectrum of its perturbations (nearly scale invariant, 
as expected from inflation), to be followed in an (almost) fully 
consistent pattern from an early snapshot (the CMB) to the late-time 
and today’s structures in the Universe.
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ABSTRACT
We present cosmological parameter results from the final full-mission Planck measurements of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) an-
isotropies, combining information from the temperature and polarization maps and the lensing reconstruction. Compared to the 2015 results,
improved measurements of large-scale polarization allow the reionization optical depth to be measured with higher precision, leading to signifi-
cant gains in the precision of other correlated parameters. Improved modelling of the small-scale polarization leads to more robust constraints on
many parameters, with residual modelling uncertainties estimated to a↵ect them only at the 0.5� level. We find good consistency with the standard
spatially-flat 6-parameter ⇤CDM cosmology having a power-law spectrum of adiabatic scalar perturbations (denoted “base⇤CDM” in this paper),
from polarization, temperature, and lensing, separately and in combination. A combined analysis gives dark matter density ⌦ch

2 = 0.120 ± 0.001,
baryon density ⌦bh

2 = 0.0224 ± 0.0001, scalar spectral index ns = 0.965 ± 0.004, and optical depth ⌧ = 0.054 ± 0.007 (in this abstract we quote
68 % confidence regions on measured parameters and 95 % on upper limits). The angular acoustic scale is measured to 0.03 % precision, with
100✓⇤ = 1.0411± 0.0003. These results are only weakly dependent on the cosmological model and remain stable, with somewhat increased errors,
in many commonly considered extensions. Assuming the base-⇤CDM cosmology, the inferred (model-dependent) late-Universe parameters are:
Hubble constant H0 = (67.4±0.5) km s�1Mpc�1; matter density parameter⌦m = 0.315±0.007; and matter fluctuation amplitude�8 = 0.811±0.006.
We find no compelling evidence for extensions to the base-⇤CDM model. Combining with baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) measurements (and
considering single-parameter extensions) we constrain the e↵ective extra relativistic degrees of freedom to be Ne↵ = 2.99±0.17, in agreement with
the Standard Model prediction Ne↵ = 3.046, and find that the neutrino mass is tightly constrained to

P
m⌫ < 0.12 eV. The CMB spectra continue

to prefer higher lensing amplitudes than predicted in base ⇤CDM at over 2�, which pulls some parameters that a↵ect the lensing amplitude away
from the ⇤CDM model; however, this is not supported by the lensing reconstruction or (in models that also change the background geometry)
BAO data. The joint constraint with BAO measurements on spatial curvature is consistent with a flat universe,⌦K = 0.001±0.002. Also combining
with Type Ia supernovae (SNe), the dark-energy equation of state parameter is measured to be w0 = �1.03 ± 0.03, consistent with a cosmological
constant. We find no evidence for deviations from a purely power-law primordial spectrum, and combining with data from BAO, BICEP2, and
Keck Array data, we place a limit on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 < 0.07. Standard big-bang nucleosynthesis predictions for the helium and
deuterium abundances for the base-⇤CDM cosmology are in excellent agreement with observations. The Planck base-⇤CDM results are in good
agreement with BAO, SNe, and some galaxy lensing observations, but in slight tension with the Dark Energy Survey’s combined-probe results
including galaxy clustering (which prefers lower fluctuation amplitudes or matter density parameters), and in significant, 3.6�, tension with local
measurements of the Hubble constant (which prefer a higher value). Simple model extensions that can partially resolve these tensions are not
favoured by the Planck data.

Key words. Cosmology: observations – Cosmology: theory – Cosmic background radiation – cosmological parameters
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[Planck +, arXiv:1807.06209]

The era of precision cosmology has been shaping in the last two 
decades, showing overwhelming evidence for dark matter, or - 
actually - within the standard model for cosmology, for a classical, 
cold, pressure-less fluid subject to gravitational interactions only (no 
coupling to ordinary matter or photons, no self-coupling).



… so, what’s new with dark matter? 
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Unfortunately, from a particle physics perspective, reformulating the 
DM puzzle in terms of elementary particles, possibly in the dilute 
limit (two-body interactions dominating over multi-body interactions) 
remains an assumption, and not the only possible extrapolation!

The realm of prejudices, mostly referring to (blaming) two 
guidelines:

1) we need a “natural” mechanism to generate dark matter in 
the early Universe

2) there are some aspects which are not satisfactory in the 
standard model of particle physics, addressing such open 
issues will lead to an extension of the standard model 
embedding dark matter as well.



The bet I made with somebody else’s money 
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The standard attitude some years ago:
i) A new particle will be found at colliders
ii) Direct detection experiments will demonstrate that it   
    makes the dark matter

Thermal relics directly coupled to the baryon/photon primordial 
bath:                        (with SM is some lighter Standard Model state)
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5

⌦�h2 ' 3 · 10�27cm�3s�1

h�AviT=Tf

A recipe that can work below about 100 TeV 
(unitarity limit [Griest & Kamionkowski 1990]; in 
realistic models up to about 15 TeV) and 
gets inefficient below about 1 GeV.

WIMP miracle: “fixed” DM pair annihilation 
cross section into “visible” particles. 

A trigger from naturalness versus the hierarchy problem, and 
thermal relic WIMPs as natural dark matter candidates. 



The bet I made with somebody else’s money 
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The standard attitude some years ago:

A trigger from naturalness versus the hierarchy problem, and 
thermal relic WIMPs as natural dark matter candidates. 

i) A new particle will be found at colliders
ii) Direct detection experiments will demonstrate that it   
    makes the dark matter

Thermal relics: the familiar and 
beloved scheme
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A scheme which has not 
paid so far: the WIMP 
paradigm is well alive (and 
it will be hard to kill it), 
however it is getting less 
popular with bettors.



Avoid betting is the best bet 
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Today’s attitude: let’s be inclusive!

Viable particle frameworks 
span huge ranges in masses 
and interaction scales.

NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS4049 REVIEW ARTICLES
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Some dark matter candidate particles
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as

NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 13 | MARCH 2017 | www.nature.com/naturephysics

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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(not to mention the revival of 
non-particle frameworks, 
such as the case for 
primordial black holes as dark 
matter).
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Today’s attitude: let’s be inclusive!
At some early cosmological epoch (temperature much larger than 
the particle mass) the abundance of the DM candidates relative to 
SM particles also spans huge ranges, e.g.:
- It is order 1 for WIMPs (since the sizeable interaction ensures 
thermal equilibrium)
- It is very small for super-WIMPs (never in thermal equilibrium 
because of their tiny interactions, e.g. they leak out the thermal bath 
through the freeze-in mechanism)
- It is very large for super-cold DM (very light bosons, almost non 
interacting, with huge occupation numbers of their lowest 
momentum state, e.g.: axion DM)

Natural matching                         ???   Fine, my model is potentially 
ugly, but consider how ugly is your model !!!

⌦� ⇠ ⌦CDM



Maybe something new with dark matter 
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The                model under extreme scrutiny may show, on top  of 
the astonishing successes, also some discordance. Most relevantly 
for dark matter:
- A small-scale crisis of the CDM paradigm? (observational cores 
versus predicted cusps in the density profile of small dark-matter-
dominated galaxies; missing satellites, in particular in the count for 
the most massive sub-halos in the Milky Way and the Local Group - 
the too-big-to-fail problem; …)

⇤CDM

- Tensions in cosmological parameters? (indirect versus direct 
measurements of       -        discrepancy between Planck CMB and 
SH0ES SNIa + much more; early Universe versus late Universe 
determination of the normalisation of the power spectrum -  
discrepancy between CMB and weak lensing measurements of      )

H0

S8

5�

⇠ 3�

First insights on the “true nature” of dark matter and dark energy?



Maybe something new with dark matter 
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The small-scale crisis pointing to an excess of power on small 
scales (or maybe to baryonic components/baryonic feedback not 
properly treated in the simulations). Remove power by introducing a 
new physical scale associated to DM particles: a free-streaming 
scale (e.g. warm dark matter); a self-interaction scale; a 
macroscopic “quantum” scale (e.g. dark matter as a BEC); a large 
DM-baryon or DM-photon interaction scale; …

H0

Suppressing      at late times, letting dark matter decay or 
cannibalise itself? Play with subdominant components which again 
dump power (self-interacting DM, very light axion-like DM, …)?

S8

Steadily moving towards a scenario in which, rather than the SM + a 
DM particle, you have SM + a multicomponent dark sector in which 
address the dark matter problem and much more (e.g. the      
tension with some early dark energy component???).



Still dealing with this damned lamppost cartoon… 
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 22, 2017

3rd Sunday Ordinary A – The Streetlight Effect

The Streetlight Effect – The key is in the dark but the search is
where the light is. 

  I’m sure all of you have heard this popular story:
“A policeman sees a drunk man searching for something under a
streetlight and asks what the drunk has lost. He says he lost his keys
and they both look under the streetlight together. After a few
minutes the policeman asks if he is sure he lost them here, and the
drunk replies, no, and that he lost them in the park. The policeman
asks why he is searching here, and the drunk replies, "this is where
the light is."

This is called the “streetlight effect” -  this term was coined by
David Freedman in 2010 book “Wrong.”  (However the story and
concept has been used by social scientists way back in 1964 like
Abraham Kaplan who referred to this as the “principle of the
drunkard’s search.”)  The streetlight effect  simply points out to us
that people tend to look and search for something where it is
easiest. In short it is an observational bias.

Unknown

View my complete profile
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Waiting for super-precision 
cosmology to solve it all (but on 
small scales and the difficulties 
in modelling baryons, it is not 
expected to happen very soon), 
the dark matter phenomenologist 
faces hard times, running the risk 
of getting trapped by the 
infamous “streetlight effect”. (Not 
to mention all the times he will be 
blamed for “chasing 
ambulances”)

However sometimes there is a lot of fun going on under lampposts 
(and discoveries would be amazing…)



Recent under-lamppost analyses
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The galactic component of DM particles has non-relativistic 
velocities,                . Their recoil energy in direct detection 
experiments                                is typically below threshold if the 
DM particle mass        is lighter than               . 

Blazer Boosted Dark Matter [Wang, Granelli, P.U., PRL 2022]

v ⇠ 10�3c
Erec ⇠ (m2

�v
2)/MN

m� ⇠ 1GeV

[Bringmann & Pospelov, PRL 2019]:

galactic cosmic rays (mainly protons) may up-scatter a fraction of 
the DM galactic population to high energies making sub-GeV dark 
matter candidates potentially detectable.

Is there in Nature a potentially more powerful and/or more efficient 
dark matter booster? 



Recent under-lamppost analyses
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Blazer Boosted Dark Matter [Wang, Granelli, P.U., PRL 2022]

Extremely powerful flux of 
protons (electrons) through 
an extremely dense dark 
matter environment (dark 
matter spike accreted 
around the blazer black hole 
engine)

Blazers are the ideal case:

4

XENON1T, MiniBooNE and Borexino result in 3650 [50],
26 [43] and 3800 MWE [44], respectively. The results of
our simplified method are in good agreement with those
presented in Ref. [10]. The depth x in the Eq. (9) should
include the time-dependence e↵ects of the blazar’s posi-
tion with respect to the detector, but we have verified
that, for the two considered sources, these would only
slightly a↵ect our final results. Moreover, these e↵ects
could eventually be avoided by averaging over the full
set of blazars in the entire sky.

Whereas, if ��p is too small, the BBDM flux and the
DM-proton scattering is too weak to leave any recoil in
the detectors. Correspondingly, there exists a lower de-
tectable bound on ��p which is determined by the de-
tector’s sensitivity. Considering an elastic scattering be-
tween DM and the target nucleus N and denoting with
TN the nuclear recoil energy, the BBDM induced target
nucleus recoil rate can be expressed as

�DM
N =

Z Tmax
exp

Tmin
exp

dTN e��N

Z +1

Tmin
� (TN )

dT�

Tmax
N (T�)

d��

dT�
, (10)

where
⇥
Tmin
exp , Tmax

exp

⇤
is the energy range of sensitivity of

the detector and Tmax
N is the maximal recoil energy of the

nucleus. The nuclear cross section e�N contains the form
factor as in Eq. (7). We emphasize that, since e��N / ��p

and d��/dT� / ��p, then �DM
N / �2

�p. By comparison
with the nucleus recoil limits of di↵erent experiments, we
can derive the bounds on ��p.

For the spin-independent case, we consider the exper-
iments XENON1T and MiniBooNE. The target nucleus
of XENON1T is Xe (⇤Xe ⇡ 141 MeV [51]) and the limit-
ing scattering rate per nucleus is given by �N (4.9 keV 
TXe  40.9 keV) < 2.41 ⇥ 10�34 s�1 For the Mini-
BooNE experiment, the limiting counting rate per pro-
ton is �p(Tp > 35 MeV) < 1.5 ⇥ 10�32 s�1 [10].
The resulting limits on the spin-independent cross sec-
tion �SI

�p from TXS 0506+056 and BL Lacertae are shown
in the upper and lower panels of Fig. 2, respectively. The
solid (dashed) lines correspond to BMP1 (BMP2). For
each blazar, the di↵erence between solid and dashed lines
comes from ⌃tot

DM, and ��p / 1/
p
⌃tot

DM. The sensitivity
of BBDM is orders of magnitude higher than that of cos-
mic ray dark matter (CRDM) [10]. Other complementary
limits are also shown for comparison.

For the spin-dependent case, the limiting scat-
tering rate per proton can be derived from proton
up-scattering in neutrino detectors like Borexino [44],
that is �p(Tp > 25 MeV) < 2 ⇥ 10�39 s�1 , where we
have used the approximation that the ratio between
quenched energy deposit (equivalent electron energy Te)
and proton recoil energy Tp fulfills Te(Tp)/Tp ⇡ 2 for
Tp & 5 MeV [61, 62]. We show the constraints on the
spin-dependent cross section �SD

�p in Fig. 3. Again, the
sensitivities from BBDM are much stronger than that
from CRDM.
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FIG. 2. The constraints on spin-independent DM-proton
cross section imposed by XENON1T [4] and MiniBooNE [43].
The solid and dashed red lines correspond to BMP1 and
BMP2, respectively. The top (bottom) panel is for BL Lac-
ertae (TXS 0506+056). For comparison, the constraints from
CRDM [10], cosmic microwave background (CMB) observa-
tions [52], gas cloud cooling [53], the x-ray quantum calorime-
ter experiment (XQC) [54], and a selection of direct detection
experiments [4, 55–57] are included.

FIG. 3. The constraints on spin-dependent DM-proton cross
section imposed by Borexino [44]. The red (black) lines refer
to BL Lacertae (TXS 0506+056) with the solid and dashed
styles corresponding to BMP1 and BMP2, respectively. For
comparison, the limits from CDMS light [58], PICO60 [57],
PICASSO [59], and Collar [60] are also reported.

Tightest limits/best discovery 
potential for light dark matter

See also:
[Granelli, P.U., Wang, JCAP 2022]
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A minimal DM scheme and (g-2) [Acuña, Stengel, P.U., PRD 2022]

Account for the muon (g-2) anomaly within the most minimal BSM 
recipe embedding also a DM candidate: a thermal relic pure Bino + 
2 scale muon partners (this is NOT the MSSM).

µ

It works up to the TeV scale and beyond:
9

FIG. 2: Relative mass spitting between lightest smuon and Bino (solid lines) and sneutrino and Bino (dashed lines) required for
coannihilation processes to drive the thermal relic density of the Bino to match the observed dark matter density. A few values
of the smuon mass splitting parameter y have been selected along the right-handed branch (left panel) and the left-handed
branch (right panel). All models displayed match the gµ � 2 excess. As discussed in Sec. V for cases with larger y associated
with a trilinear coupling between the SM Higgs and the smuons, we also indicate constraints for M

B̃
along the respective curves

arising from perturbative unitarity (square) and EW vacuum stability (‘x’).

is the common magnitude of the 3-momentum of particles i and j in the center-of-mass frame of the i-j pair.
Returning to the specific model we consider in this study and the computation of the Bino relic density, processes

involving states besides the Bino can indeed contribute to the e↵ective annihilation rate. Both the smuons, introduced
as key ingredient for satisfying gµ � 2, and the sneutrino, introduced for theoretical consistency, may have rates for
pair annihilations and coannihilations with Binos larger than the Bino pair annihilation rate. If one or more of these
scalars are su�ciently degenerate in mass with the Bino then its relic density can be depleted to the level favoured
by cosmological measurements. Table I contains the full list of annihilation and coannihilation processes which are
included in our analysis; the relic density computation is then performed via a proper implementation of the model
in the DarkSUSY package [54].

In Fig. 2, for fixed values of the parameter y and models matching the central value in �a
exp

µ
, we show the mass

splitting between the Bino and coannihilating states which yields a Bino thermal relic density matching the central
value of the dark matter density measured by Planck [55],

⌦DMh
2 = 0.11933± 0.00091. (4.11)

The left panel refers to models on the “right-handed” branch (RHB), while the right panel to the “left-handed” one
(LHB); with the exception of the case in which y = 50, for the sample set of y displayed the two branches do not
join. On the RHB the relevant quantity is the mass splitting between the Bino and the (mostly right-handed) lightest
smuon. For the LHB, we have fixed the mass splitting parameter �M

2
W

in the sneutrino mass Eq. (2.6) to its MSSM
value, �M

2
W

' M
2
W
. From the related discussion of the mass spectrum in Sec. II, recall that small smuon mixing

angles imply M
2
⌫̃µ

. M
2
µ̃1

and the mass hierarchy can flip as the mixing angle increases. As shown in the left panel
of Fig. 1, satisfying gµ � 2 requires the smuon mixing angle to become larger as M

B̃
increases. Also, the increase

in the mixing angle must be more pronounced at smaller M
B̃

for smaller values of y. Thus, at small Bino masses
and low y on the LHB, the sneutrino is the next-to-lightest BSM state and its coannihilations drive the relic density.
At moderate values of y, the lightest smuon (in this case mostly left-handed) may become lighter than the sneutrino
for models that satisfy both the relic density and gµ � 2. For example, the lightest smuon becomes lighter than the
sneutrino at Bino masses larger than about 350 GeV for y = 15, and larger than about 220 GeV for y = 25.

Another point worth noting: At values of y . 15 the parameter dependence of models that satisfy the relic density
follows from the intuition that increases to the Bino mass must be compensated for by smaller mass splittings between
the Bino and the coannihilating scalars. As the Bino mass increases, the masses of the scalars increase as well and
the rates of the associated annihilation and coannihilation processes are suppressed. A decrease in the mass splitting
can increase the weights of these processes in the e↵ective thermally-averaged annihilation cross section. The larger
the Bino mass, the smaller the mass splitting, until the e↵ect saturates at a maximum mass and zero mass splitting.
Thus, incorporating the relic density constraint sets an upper bound M

B̃
. 400GeV virtually independent of y . 15,

10

FIG. 3: The same as in Fig. 2, but choosing a few sample values of the mixing angle ✓µ̃ and varying y in the range [1,300]. Along
each line, the small black markers indicate values of y, starting from the smallest mass splitting, y = 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 200 and the endpoints at y = 300; for ✓µ̃ = �⇡/2 + ⇡/64 only, the black marker at the smallest mass splitting indicates
y = 20. Larger colored markers correspond to upper limits on y along the curves from perturbative unitarity (square, circle)
and EW vacuum stability (‘x’), see Sec. V for details. Note that EW vacuum stability constrains all models with ✓µ̃ = �⇡/4
displayed in the left panel and all models in the right panel are constrained except for a subset of those with ✓µ̃ = �⇡/64.
Perturbative unitarity constrains no models displayed for either ✓µ̃ = �⇡/2 + ⇡/64 or ✓µ̃ = �⇡/64.

which only enters marginally in the setting the e↵ective annihilation rate. With the exception of the case with the
smallest y = 1, this upper bound on the Bino mass is more stringent than those which arise from requiring gµ � 2
alone.

Going to larger values of y in Fig. 2, we see the trend can change drastically. Specifically, for y = 25 (RHB)
and y = 50 (RHB and LHB), we see that satisfying the relic density and gµ � 2 for larger Bino masses requires the
mass splittings to remain roughly constant or even become larger. In contrast to the cases with y . 15, this trend
suggests that the rates for the most relevant annihilation and coannihilation processes can grow for larger particle
masses and a corresponding increase in the mass splitting must decrease the weights of these processes in the e↵ective
thermally-averaged annihilation cross section. We investigate the manifestation of this peculiar behavior in the cross
sections most relevant for the calculation of the relic density at large y at the end of this Section. Also, assuming
that y is associated with a trilinear coupling between the SM Higgs and the smuons, we perform a detailed analysis of
perturbative unitarity and EW vacuum stability in Sec. V. We indicate the results of the analysis in Sec. V with the
colored markers along curves for larger y in Fig. 2. For M

B̃
larger than the ‘x’ along a given curve, such models have

shortlived metastable EW vacua and, for M
B̃
larger than the square along a given curve, such models are constrained

by perturbative unitarity. We see that these conditions arising from theoretical self-consistency can severely restrict
the parameter space of our model.

Before considering the theoretical self-consistency of our model in detail, we further explore the parameter space at
large y to identify regions which can satisfy both gµ�2 and the relic density for M

B̃
& 400GeV. This parameter space

is best illustrated in scans with a fixed mixing angle ✓µ̃ and varying y, as shown in Fig. 3. For mixing angles fixed
to ✓µ̃ = �⇡/2 + ⇡/64 (RHB) and ✓µ̃ = �⇡/64 (LHB), M

B̃
' 500GeV is determined by �aµ almost independently

of y. Also, since y is large enough in these cases such that coannihilation processes drive the relic density, increases
in y enhance the e↵ective annihilation rate and must be compensated for by larger mass splittings. For larger smuon
mixing angles, the relationship between the mass splittings and y is similar but the M

B̃
required to satisfy gµ � 2 for

a given value of y largely follows from the parameter dependence of �aµ shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.
For the higher mass scales associated with the coannihilating particles in models with larger mixing angles shown in

Fig. 3, the contributions to the most relevant cross sections from terms involving the trilinear coupling are suppressed.
However, as for the cases with large y in Fig. 2, the cross sections for processes which involve gauge interactions can
grow with the coannihilating particle masses in models with moderately large y and sizable left-right mixing. Again, a
corresponding increase in the mass splitting is necessary to compensate for this peculiar e↵ect. Similarly to Fig. 2, the
colored markers along the curves in Fig. 3 indicate the largest y value along a given curve which is consistent with a
su�ciently long-lived metastable EW vacuum and perturbative unitarity. We can see that vacuum stability constrains
all points show which assume maximal smuon mixing while severely restricting the viable y for other mixing angles.
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A minimal DM scheme and (g-2) [Acuña, Stengel, P.U., PRD 2022]

Account for the muon (g-2) anomaly within the most minimal BSM 
recipe embedding also a DM candidate: a thermal relic pure Bino + 
2 scale muon partners (this is NOT the MSSM).

µ

No “traditional” WIMP detection 
method working in this case; 
kinetic heating of neutron stars 
would be instead extremely 
efficient and future infrared 
surveys of old neutron star 
populations should probe the 
entire parameter space!

3

FIG. 2. Total NS heating e�ciency for bino annihilation models shown in Fig. 1 (left, same color scheme) and smuon co-
annihilation models along the RHB shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of ASU. Heating e�ciency is normalized to the geometric capture
rate, such that every DM particle incident on the NS would be captured after a single scatter for f > 1. The NS equation of
state is assumed to be BSk24 [19] with NS mass of 1.5M� and radius of 12.6 km.

parameter space where bino annihilation can satisfy the
observed DM relic density. We show the relative mass
splittings between the lightest smuon and the bino as a
function of bino mass for several benchmark curves with
fixed values of �µ̃R,L in Fig. 1. In order for the bino
annihilation cross section to match that of thermal relic
DM, heavier bino masses must be compensated by ei-
ther a larger coupling or a smaller relative mass split-
ting between the lightest smuon and the bino. For the
largest values of �µ̃R,L , we see models where the relic den-
sity can be depleted to the observed value through bino
annihilation mediated by ⇠ TeV smuons. For smaller
relative mass splittings, . 0.2, we see the e↵ects of co-
annihilation start to allow for models with even heavier
bino masses to satisfy the relic density.

Although a detailed interpretation of collider con-
straints on slepton masses [21–23] for our particular
model is beyond the scope of this work, we also show
the constraints from LEP and LHC in Fig. 1 assuming
the production of either a single right [17] or left [18] chi-
ral smuon or two mass degenerate chiral smuons [15, 16],
each decaying to a bino and a muon. Even though these
constraints should only be considered indicative, we can
see that all of the model curves except for the MSSM
benchmark coupling can yield viable parameter points
satisfying the DM relic density. Also, note that indirect
detection searches can in principal constrain DM mod-
els with mB . 100GeV and a thermal WIMP annihila-
tion cross-section, however WIMP annihilation to muons
can be consistent with multimessenger constraints for
mB & 40GeV [24, 25]. Regarding slepton co-annihilation
models, neither current collider searches nor indirect de-
tection experiments are sensitive to parameter space con-
sidered in ASU. However, a future lepton collider with

a & 500GeV center of mass energy [26–28] would be a
complementary probe, potentially able to distinguish be-
tween the slepton mediator models explored in this Let-
ter and other DM models which can be observed by the
kinetic heating of NSs.

Conventional direct detection experiments designed
to detect weak scale dark matter scattering o↵ nuclei
have limited sensitivity to Majorana singlet DM candi-
dates which only couple to the SM at tree-level through
muons [8, 14, 29]. More specifically, the leading con-
tribution to nucleon scattering typically arises from the
anapole moment. In addition to being loop-suppressed,
the anapole moment only yields proton scattering rates
large enough to be detected at next generation direct
detection experiments in scenarios with very small mass
splittings between the lightest smuon and the bino.

We have checked that none of the models shown in
Fig. 1 would be accessible to an experiment with sensitiv-
ity similar to what has been proposed for DARWIN [30].
While the parameter space of the co-annihilation models
considered in ASU can feature su�ciently compressed
spectra to enhance the anapole moment, a future ex-
periment similar to DARWIN would only be sensitive
to a small subset models with MSSM-like �µ̃R,L and
mB ' mµ̃1 . 400GeV [8].

Neutron star kinetic heating.—As an alternative to
conventional direct detection experiments, the e↵ects of
DM scattering can also be detected in observations of
old NSs. More specifically, the transfer of kinetic en-
ergy from the incident DM flux to the neutron, pro-
ton, muon and electron NS constituents can result in
an elevated NS temperature which could be measured
by JWST. Following Refs. [12, 31, 32], we assume the

[Acuña, Stengel, P.U., arXiv:2209.12552]



… but, come on, SERIOUSLY,
what’s new with dark matter? 

… uhm, … uhm, … uhm, … uhm, … uhm, 

… not much Serguey, however I promise that I will try 
searching for a more appropriate answer, with at least a 
fraction of the enthusiasm, perseverance and love you 
devoted to Science and your beloved neutrinos!
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